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Management and procurement services do not make available any technical
knowledge, skills, etc. and, therefore, are not taxable as fees for technical
services under the India-UK tax treaty


Background
Recently, the Authority for Advance Rulings (the AAR) in
1
the case of Measurement Technology Ltd. (the
applicant) held that services rendered by a group
director to its group company in India are ‘managerial
2
services’ . Such management services and procurement
services rendered by the UK procurement team do not
make available any technical knowledge, skills, etc.
Therefore, such services are not taxable as Fees for
Technical Services (FTS) under the India-UK tax treaty
(the tax treaty). Further, these services are general and
routine in nature and do not create any intellectual
property and therefore, it will not qualify as royalty under
the tax treaty.

The applicant entered into two service
agreements with MTL India for providing certain
services. The first agreement is MTL Instruments
Intra Group agreement for products and services
according to which the nature of services
(hereinafter referred to as ‘Management
Services’) provided by the applicant are as
follows:






Facts of the case




The applicant is a company incorporated in the UK
and is engaged in the development and supply of
intrinsic safety explosion protection devices, field
bus and industrial networks, etc. It is a wholly owned
subsidiary of MTL Instruments Group Ltd., UK (MTL
UK).

1

Measurement Technology Ltd. (A.A.R. No 966 of 2010) - Taxsutra.com
Under the old India-UK tax treaty, ‘managerial services’ were covered in the
FTS Article. The tax treaty has been amended with effect from 11 February 1994.
The words ‘managerial services’ have been omitted in the definition of FTS under
the tax treaty.
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The above mentioned services were provided
through one of the employees of the applicant
based in the UK designated as Group Operations
Director (GD) by means of telephone calls, emails and occasional visits to India.



While sitting in the UK, the GD monitors the
financial and operational progress of activities of
MTL India. The GD also renders services as
regards human resource matters of MTL India
such as hiring new personnel, setting up
individual performance targets, assisting in
performance appraisal, etc. The GD was also
involved in quality and design reviews.



As per the first agreement, MTL India shall
compensate the applicant for providing the
‘management services’ at cost plus 5 per cent
and for this purpose only 50 per cent of the cost
(total remuneration of the GD) is allocated by
MTL UK.

MTL Instruments Private Limited (MTL India) is an
Indian company, and a subsidiary of MTL UK. MTL
India is engaged in the business of manufacturing
industrial control equipment used for process control
in hazardous environments.

__________________

Strategy and direction of business
development of MTL India.
Attendance in person or by phone at regular
operational meetings to discuss the progress
of financial and operational activities.
Management of personnel including
conducting staff interviews, setting individual
targets and carrying out performance
appraisals.
Any other services related to the above.
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The second agreement was entered i.e.
‘Intercompany Services Agreement’ to provide
procurement services with a view to reduce cost and
to avoid duplication of procurement efforts within the
MTL Group. As per the agreement, the applicant had
constituted a procurement team in the UK to look
into the global sourcing requirements of raw
materials within the MTL Group including MTL India.



The procurement team travels to different countries
to visit suppliers and distributors to determine the
best price that would be available to MTL group.
Their services include setting up the material supply
chain, logistic support and providing support to
resolve technical issues with supplies from global
sources.



MTL UK was compensated for the procurement
services on a cost to cost basis (without any markup) and for this purpose only 30 per cent of the cost
of the procurement term was allocated to MTL India.

AAR’s ruling



Procurement Services


In relation to the procurement services provided
under the second agreement, the procurement
team travels to different countries to visit
suppliers and distributors to determine the best
price that would be available to the entire MTL
Group including MTL India. These types of
services can never be classified as technical or
consultancy in nature and were not making
available any technical knowledge, experience,
know-how, etc.



The AAR rejected the reliance of the revenue on
the rulings in the case of Intertek Testing
4
5
Services and GVK Industries .

Service PE


Management Services


Under Article 13(4) of the tax treaty dated 11
November 1981 (earlier tax treaty), the FTS, inter
alia, meant payments in consideration for services of
a managerial, technical or consultancy in nature.
The earlier tax treaty was amended with effect from
11 February 1994.



After such amendment, managerial services are not
covered in the definition of FTS and even technical
or consultancy services, if they do not meet the
criteria of ‘make available’, cannot be treated as
FTS.



The services under the first agreement relate to
review by the GD and general guidance given by
him on financial, operational, human resource,
targets and performance appraisal related matters.



The GD provides these services mainly from the UK
and his visits during a year are generally for a short
duration having an aggregate number of days of visit
in a year never exceeding 30 days. The AAR held
that these are routine managerial activities and
cannot be classified as technical or consultancy
services.



3

In the case of Invensys Systems , the AAR held that
even though some of the services may have the
trappings of technical or consultancy services,
looking at the nature and the predominant nature of
the services, they primarily fall under the category of
‘managerial services’.

____________
3

In the present case, the AAR held that by
providing such services, the GD was not making
available any technical knowledge of enduring
benefit in nature which would enable employees
of MTL India to apply them on their own in future.

Invensys Systems Inc. [2009] 183 Taxman 81 (AAR)

The tax department may ascertain the facts in the
course of the assessment proceedings, whether
visits by employees other than the GD, were for
more than 30 days in a year and constituted a
‘service PE’ under Article 5(3)(k) of the India-UK
Tax Treaty.

Services do not constitute royalty


The services provided under both the agreements
are general and routine in nature and do not
create any intellectual property and therefore,
rendering of such services would not qualify as
royalty as per the provisions of Article 13 of the
tax treaty.



Accordingly, the amount received by the applicant
for services rendered as per both the agreements
is not chargeable to tax in India as per the
provisions of the tax treaty.

Our comments
This is welcome ruling of the AAR where it has been
held that the consideration received by the applicant
for management and procurement services is not
taxable in India as per the provisions of the India-UK
tax treaty since such services do not make available
any technical knowledge, skills, etc. The AAR
observed that managerial services are not covered in

______________________________
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Intertek Testing Services India Pvt. Ltd. [2008] 307 ITR 418 (AAR)
GVK Industries Ltd. v. ITO [1997] 228 ITR 564 (AP)
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the definition of FTS in the tax treaty and the same are
routine managerial activities and cannot be classified as
technical or consultancy services. Further, the AAR also
observed that procurement services can never be
classified as technical or consultancy in nature and
therefore, such services are not FTS under the tax
treaty.
The Delhi Tribunal in the case of Adidas Sourcing
6
Limited held that buying agency services were purely in
the nature of procurement services and hence, cannot
be characterised as managerial, technical or consultancy
services. Accordingly, the consideration received by the
taxpayer was classified as ‘commission’ and not FTS
under the Income-tax Act, 1961.

___________
6

Adidas Sourcing Limited v. ADIT [2013] 55 SOT 245 (Del)
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